CONSTITUTIONS ARE ACCEPTED

The constitutions of three student organizations were approved by the social committee at a meeting held last night in the committee room of the Iowa Union. The approval was made to President Simmons that he might sign the constitutions. The organizations whose constitutions were approved are: the Chemistry club, the Dramatics club, and the Chemistry club.

The Constitution of the Chemistry club which was approved last fall by President Simmons, was submitted by him at this meeting. The club's purpose is to extend in all fields of the sciences, and to promote scientific research and investigation. The Constitution of the Dramatics club was written last year by the club members. The club's purpose is to provide an opportunity for the members of the university to participate in dramatic activities, and to provide a means for the members to develop their talents in the field of drama. The Constitution of the Chemistry club was written by the club members. The club's purpose is to provide an opportunity for the members to participate in chemical activities, and to provide a means for the members to develop their talents in the field of chemistry.

TRYOUTS IN ORATORICAL

Conrad, Two De Valoys, McChaulio, Phaull, and Schumacher Successful

Oratorical tryouts held yesterday afternoon in natural science auditorium to select members of the oratorical club. From the competition of 77 declaimers who tried out, 45 were accepted into the club. These declaimers who were accepted will meet in the future for the purpose of practicing their declamations and improving their public speaking abilities.

DISPOSED TO LEAVE IT THE INVESTIGATION PLUM

Conrad, Two De Valoys, McChaulio, Phaull, and Schumacher Successful

The investigation committee of the social science club met last night to discuss the investigation of the activities of the social science club. The committee is made up of two members of the club, one of whom is a member of the faculty, and one of whom is a student. The committee is responsible for investigating the activities of the social science club and for making recommendations to the faculty and the administration regarding the club's activities.

LONE POINT LOSES MAT TOURNAMENT

AMES IS VICTOR IN SECOND GAME

CYCLOONES RALLY IN SECOND HALF; SCORE 26 TO 18

Nip and Tuck Play of First Frames by Hawkeyes; Defense Weakens

The cyclones rallied in the second half of the game and scored 26 to 18 in the Iowa City High School vs. Ames High School mat tournament. The game was played at the Iowa City High School gymnasium. The cyclones were leading 10-6 at the half but were trailing 18-10 at the end of the regulation time. The cyclones scored 16 points in the second half and were able to hold off the Ames High School's comeback efforts.

FOSSILS SCORE 16, IOWA 15, IN SEASON'S FINAL

Nebraska Third, and Northwest, Western, Idaho, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan round out the selections.

BOOMING

Iowa City, Iowa, Saturday, March 12, 1921

NUMBER 129

DEFEATED IN SECOND SET

OLD ONE LASTED 16 YEARS WHEN WEGET A NEW SPRING BONNET

The old springing bonnet plant, city as having an Easter bonnet fitting the style of the season.

Charles McGovern, 50, winner of the magazine's covers competition, has stated that the magazine's cover is to be used as a guide to the life of all University women sometime before spring vacation, and that the magazine's cover is to be used as a guide to the life of all University women sometime before spring vacation. Following the study of the magazine's cover, McGovern has stated that the magazine's cover is to be used as a guide to the life of all University women sometime before spring vacation.

DEFEATED IN SECOND SET

OLD ONE LASTED 16 YEARS WHEN WEGET A NEW SPRING BONNET

The old springing bonnet plant, city as having an Easter bonnet fitting the style of the season.
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The Law Jubilee
By Bruce Goddard

“The Law Jubilee” Thursday evening continued the annual university tradition. This year, however, there was an added reason for the Law Jubilee. This year was seven times as good as last year’s effort. It was enshrined in the minds of all of those present.

“Homesteaders,” the authors of the jubilee, prepared for the occasion by giving the students a warm-hearted welcome. The audience reiterated their congratulations on the jubilee’s success.

The program was a success, and the audience was thoroughly pleased.

NATIONAL MEET TO BE IN JUNE

Intercollegiate Track Meet to Be at Chicago June 11

It has been definitely decided by the committee representing the University of Chicago, E. T. Jones of Wisconsin, and J. L. Griggs of Illinois, to hold the National Intercollegiate track meet at Chicago, June 11. The United States is divided into nine colleges, conference divisions and only those athletes who win places in their own conference meets will be invited to enter the national meet. This system of elimination will leave the outcome of only the very best athletes.

It is probable that several of the western universities will not enter their men in this meet, but the universities with which many of the most rated coaches of the country supporting it, indicate that the meet should be a success from the standpoint of the number of contestants entered. This meet will be the first of its kind, national, having been organized during the last year. One of the men who was influential in its organization was track coach Bresnahan.

Lecture Course for Pharmacists to Be Given by Smith

Four lectures by O. V. Smith, of Chicago, formerly professor of pharmacy at Highland Park college will be given in the pharmacy laboratory rooms in severance, June 15, 17, and 18. These lectures will be given at 8 a.m. on the three days. There will be many illustrated by slides and diagrams.

A talk will be given Thursday evening at 7:30 kmposed by music students. The meeting will be called by the speaker. The meeting will be called by the speaker.

Classes in pharmacy at 8 o'clock will be dismissed. The students will be required to attend. (The report is published each week by the subject.)

The shop with the campus spirit

—REICH'S

Saturday, March 12, 1911

SPRING IS HERE

Time to have the old hat cleaned. Bring it here, and it will be cleaned right.

Prices Reasonable. All Work First-Class

MADRAS

Shining Parlor

128 E. Washington St.

What Are Cocoanut Dainties?

They are delightful clusters of chocolate fudge and copped cocoanut. This is just one of the many popular candies made in our kitchen.

—E. Hayden A4 of DeSoto as Isabel; B. E. Carpenter All of Toledo as Belle Flies as Teresa.

Peter's

By City Hall

Last Call

For just a few more days we will be able to serve you with suits for Before Easter Delivery

We can exactly duplicate the fabric of practically any suit in the city and sell you a Real Tailored Suit with extra finishers free, at a most reasonable cost, or less, if the suit alone. But let our suits speak for themselves.

It will pay you to see us immediately!

PETERSON'S

The corner, W. of Iowan
IOWA FIELD IS BEING IMPROVED

Track and Diamond Prestige Need Improved Appearance

Iowa Field is beginning to take on a more distinguished look, and this spring with the new baseball schedule, surely aazarous period is to be the period when the new diamond is sodded and provision made for suitable accommodations for athletics, students and alumni of Iowa University of the middle west.

Field is the new grass diamond at the Iowa Field as the old dirt diamond.

In addition, to practice on as soon as the inside of diamond now. The uniform style now in use throughout the fielding of the players for it caused much confusion and work in constructing.

SUMMER SESSION ALUMNUS TO BE OUT ABOUT MARCH 14

The March number of the Iowa Alumnus which will be out about March 14 is the summer session number, and will contain some of the special features of this summer session.

The main articles of this number, "Artificial Renaissance," "Iowa as a Summer Resort," by Dr. D. H. Brown, "Rain of the Pioneers," a poem by a beginner in verse, and in Chicago, and in the City of Waverly is a Waffle and short article on "In the Old Days" by Charles M. Rasmussen of C. O. Oregon. There will be a number of poems featuring the seasons as well as offered during the next summer session.

Our section is given to publications greatest value and illustrous notes.

DEANS TO MEET HERE IN APRIL

Convention to Discuss Current Problems Pertaining to Student Welfare

Plans are being made for a convention, the Schlesinger Co. of Iowa, to be held here April 14, 15, and 16. In connection with an annual meeting of the Officers of the National Student Association, the women of Iowa will hold a convention on campus to be held during the convention.

All women in the University should be invited. Dean A. D. Beard, dean of women, said Miss Helen, "All the women's organizations are interested primarily in one form of activity, the women's athletic association in athletics, the Y. W. C. A. in religious work, but all women's organizations are interested in all women's participation." The election of office is decided by popular vote, president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, chairman of judiciary, and chairman of the program committee.

Many last have been the head of woman's office more than two years according to Mary, Ada. A. Evans, assistant dean of women.

"Almost an endless amount of material has been handed here before, and never utilized," said Mrs. Burge. The news includes four watches, eight ties, seventy blankets, twenty books, twenty rings and jewelry of all kinds, annoe'a, gloves, fountain pens, gold rings, and silver pencils, vanity cases, books, etc.

The purpose does not extend any of amount of money but are of value to themselves. Many times things remain in the office only a few minutes before they are sold for. Dealers in clothing and publishers of the Y. W. C. A. are given to the ladies for nature. If the lost property is not returned to the owner, the property is sold at public sale.

The purpose of the conference is to discuss current problems pertaining to student welfare. The conference is to be held at the University of Illinois in Peoria, Illinois. The program for the meeting here will be held at a later date.

The Association will be held at the University of Illinois in Peoria, Illinois. The program for the meeting here will be held at a later date.
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YOU DON'T Quite Understand What This New ICE CREAM IS!

Read this and you will know:

It is all a new process of manufacture which we have procured the Exclusive Right to use in Iowa City—

The process consists of an air-tight freezer in which this new Ice Cream is made. In this freezer, while the cream is being frozen, the ordinary air is forced out and Carbon Dioxide is substituted in its place. After remaining in this Carbon Dioxide for several minutes the Ice Cream drawn from the freezer is far purer and MORE DELICIOUS than in the old air method.

We make this new Ice Cream in ANY FLAVOR, in BRICK, HULF, or FANCY molds.
79 GAMES ARE IN H.S. TOURNEY

Preliminaries Will Be Cut To Ten Minute Halves In High School Basketball Tournament

Games are the high school basketball tournament, March 17, 18, and 19, will begin at the men's and women's championship at the Iowa City high school gymnasiums at 8:30 a.m.

The first day of the tournament, Thursday, games will be played in division "A", the open tournament, and eight games in the class reserved for winners of sectional tournaments, or division "B".

Friday, seven games will be played in division "A" and seven in division "B" and the final game of the tournament, the first game of the final game of the tournament the Methuen, will be played at the men's convention Saturday evening.

With a view to eliminating any possibility of one team having an advantage over another the schedule has been arranged so that no team will be obliged to enter a second game without having a rest period of at least forty-five minutes.

Preliminary games lead to the finals in the "A" and "B" divisions, and a total of thirty-three games will be played. The games are scheduled to begin at 4:30; 6:30; and 8:00; 9:15 and 10:30 and 11:45 p.m.

The longest that any team of division "A" or "B" will play Thursday, will be three games, which amounts to but one hour if the order twenty minute halves were employed.

On Friday the teams of both divisions "A" and "B" will play seven games so that each team gets a chance for elimination and the two teams that play the finals of the tournament will play the semi-finals in the order twenty minute halves were employed.

The final games in each division will be played in memory of the late J. J. Yeates, the stocky, twelve and one-half minute halves and in the final game of the tournament will be the state championship the standard twenty minute halves.

ITALIAN STUDENTS CONTEND

Best Thesis on "Alcoholism" to Take $20 Prize

The Inter-Ulitinate Probation re- spectation is offering to the Italian students enrolled in 1923 in the in- structing of "Alcoholism in the United States" through the Italian Society, assistant Alcoholism, prior aggregate $50, first prize, second prize, $20 for a thesis on "Alcoholism" to be submitted to the Latin League Ag- ent, Assistant Professor or Mr. J. J. Yeates, July 1, 1923.

The thesis must not be less than 2,000 words and not more than 3,000, and must discuss some phase of alcoholism in its relation to human societies.

Students wishing to take part in the contest should send their name, address, and time of the institution they are now attending, also the subject they wish to discuss, either to the Inter-Ulitinate Prob- lem Association, 14 West Wash- ington, Chicago, Ill., or the Latin League Agent, Assistant Professor or Mr. J. J. Yeates, July 1, 1923.
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The Mecca Day

To Our Readers:

Next Friday the annual Mecca Day edition will make its appearance. It will be a 12-page edition on old-gold stock.

Pictures will be featured of previous Engineer "blow-outs" and various phases of the Engineering College will be played up in the news column.

To Our Advertisers:

1. This edition will be approximately 3,000.
2. It will be mailed to engineer "grads" all over the country.
3. It will be published in the middle of the State High School Basketball Tournament and will go to the 750 High School men here at that time.
4. The advertising rates will not be increased.

ENGINEER'S Mechanical
M-technical
E-electrical
C-civil
C-chemical

A-architectural

EDITION.

The Quality Shoes and Oxfords for Young Men

The buying public today demands both Price—Quality and Quality in the selection of shoes.

We will go one better and—make it Price—Quality and Service. There must be a combination of the three to give full value.

Concentration of efforts has enabled us to offer that which the times and trade demands and require. The best quality shoes at a moderate price.

TRY THESE OXFORDS

Young Men's Dark Brown Calf Oxfords in the new Baltimore and London lasts, with the square toe effect—also the New Prado last in Brogues.
DEBATERS WILL MEET NEBRASKA

Judgeless and Coachless Terms

May Be Agreed Upon by Forensic Councils

Arrangements for an intercollegiate debate between Iowa and Nebraska are nearing completion, Harold D. Keister III of Mount Pleasant, president of the men's forensic council, announced yesterday.

Nebraska proposed a judgeless and matchless debate, and the forensic council decided at a meeting Tuesday afternoon to accept the offer with terms providing that the debate be held April 28 and should be conducted with a minimum of coaching, that it be a judgeless debate of the open forum style on the propositions, and that more time for discussion of the proposition be allowed. The judges for the open forum debate, and the forensic council decided at a meeting yesterday, will be selected by Keeley, the forensics team's advisor.

WANT ADS

Either first or second class, Box 200, Annual charge, 30 cents.

MOST WINNING TEAM

The debaters' term at Iowa is to be held April 28 and should be conducted with a minimum of coaching, that it be a judgeless debate of the open forum style on the proposition, and that more time for discussion of the proposition be allowed. The judges for the open forum debate, and the forensic council decided at a meeting yesterday, will be selected by Keeley, the forensics team's advisor.

A SHORTER SHORTHAND SYSTEM IN TEN EASY LESSONS

This course covers ten easy lessons which will enable anyone to learn shorthand with ease. Forewoman, Journalist, Doctor, Lawyer or anyone within a professional position can learn shorthand with ease, with 100 per cent in a short time.

This course is short and inexpensive, and is given with a money back guarantee if not satisfied.

SEND THIS CLIPPING TODAY

PYRAMID PRESS, PUBLISHERS
114 Broadway
New York City

Guaranteed Electric harness is recommended which simply ties over your shoulder to your shirt or blouse. Price six for $1.00. All orders sent by return mail. (Continued from page 1)

SATURDAY ONLY

MARCH 12th
Dancing 8:30-11:45
VARSITY DANCE
Co. "A" Armory
VARSITY ORCHESTRA

ANNOUNCEMENT

The debate will be held at Waterloo, 120 N. Clinton tonight from 8:00 to 9:00. Dr. Effred Both, editor of the Northwestern Christian Advocate, is to speak.

Edward Volman, Pres.
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